Abstract. We consider propagation of disturbances in a non-uniform mean ow b y high-order numerical simulation. Monopole and dipole acoustic, vortical and entropy pulses are embedded in an incompressible stagnation ow, which is taken as a prototype of a non-uniform low Mach n umber mean ow near a rigid wall at high angle of attack.
gation are actually problems of propagation of disturbances in a non-uniform mean ow. In this study we simulate numerically propagation of acoustic, vortical and entropy dipole and monopole pulses in a nonuniform incompressible mean ow and re ection of these disturbances by a solid wall. Stagnation ow i s a special case of mean ow that mimics many practical problems in aeroacoustics, such as noise from a leading edge of an airfoil or a turbine blade, jet impingement noise in STOL VTOL aircraft concept and engine noise.
Recent large-scale direct or acoustic analogy simulations for aeroacoustics of bodies suggested that the presence of strong mean ow gradients makes it extremely di cult to identify acoustic waves 12 . Slimon et al. 15 considered aeroacoustics of a ow past a circular cylinder with low Mach n umber and observed poor coincidence of their numerical computations with experimental data near the cylinder axis. Authors 15 used a CAA scheme called expansion about incompressible ow EIF developed by Hardin and Pope 5 . This approach splits an incompressible ow problem and a perturbation problem and does not allow the in uence of the perturbation problem on the mean ow.
Strong ampli cation of noise by impingement of a jet upon a at rigid bound was studied experimentally by Olsen et al. 14 , Soderman 16 and Norus 13 .
On the other hand, available numerical studies about a single disturbance propagation are devoted to propagation in a static environment, in uniform ows and in unidirectional sheared mean ows using either Lighthill acoustic analogy approach 11 , 3 or numerical solution of Euler equations for given pulses 6 , 17 , 8 . For essentially non-uniform ows, Atassi and Grzedzinski 1 suggest to split the disturbance velocity into three components that signi cantly simpli es computations and reduces the governing equations to a This study is applied to 3-D stagnation ows around blu bodies with isolated stagnation points and represents an extention of M. Goldstein 4 approach to streaming motions with small unsteady disturbances. However, according to 1 this approach is not applicable to 2-D ows, having a stagnation line along the body surface.
Thus, detailed numerical investigation of a disturbance propagating in a non-uniform mean ow near stagnation point is needed. To obtain governing equations, the Euler equations are written in terms of the sum of known ow eld for the stagnation ow and unknown disturbance variables. These equations are solved numerically by high-order compact discretisation on a structured grid in the space-time domain. We study propagation of single pulses as it represents a building block for propagation of more complex disturbances in turbulent o ws. Geometrically a stagnation ow is a relatively small spatial extent e m bedded in a uniform ow or in a static ambient medium; therefore, the data obtained is useful for far-eld computations of radiated sound by i n tegral methods.
The stagnation ow stretches acoustic, vorticity and density pulses and a ects the intensity, shape, direction of propagation and pro le of propagating waves. Near-eld wave solutions in the stagnation ow appear to be very di erent from those obtained in a uniform ow or in a static environment. The goal of this study is to gain theoretical and computational insight i n to the governing physical mechanisms.
The article contains ve sections. In the second section, the linearized Euler equations about the steady mean ow are obtained, the numerical procedure and arti cial boundary conditions are described. In Section 3, results on the propagation of acoustic pulses in stagnation ow are presented. The obtained re ected waves are discussed in comparison with their counterparts for the static ambient medium. We show that baroclinic generation of vorticity controls the energy transfer between the mean stagnation ow and acoustic disturbance. In Section 4, the numerical results for vorticity monopole and dipole pulses are presented and a di erent scenario of near-wall vortex stretching and corresponding emission of acoustic waves is considered. Production of non-symmetric waves due to propagation and re ection of combined vorticity entropy pulses is modeled. Section 5 contains results about propagation of entropy pulses in stagnation mean ow. An analogy between generation of waves originated from an entropy monopole pulse and from a vortical dipole is drawn in this section.
2. Governing equations and numerical procedure. 2.1. Euler equations for small disturbances. The two-dimensional unsteady Euler equations of ideal gas dynamics describe an inviscid ow in conservative form and can be written as: q t + f x + g y = 0 : To provide grid re nement study, the computational domain = 0 x 1:2 ,1:2 y 1:2 is covered with 80 80; 120 120 and 160 160 uniform numerical grids. Centerline pressure pro les for these grids at time moment t = 0 :5 are shown in Figure 1 . The pressure pro le for coarse grid 80 80 has small oscillations ahead the wave front and numerical local maximum near the stagnation point. Finer grid computations are free from these drawbacks and are practically identical for 120 120 and 160 160 grids; therefore, the 120 120 uniform numerical grid is used in this study. Time step is computed by t = Cx; where the Courant n umberC i s t a k en equal to 0:02:
At all boundaries but the at plate, characteristic out ow boundary conditions 7 are applied. The mean ow is supersonic at the out ow boundaries; therefore, all numerical near-boundary disturbances should be moved out. Spatial discretizations at the out ow boundaries are computed by 11. For propagation of a pulse in the static environment, perfect matching layer PML 8 with thickness of ten grid nodes is implemented to suppress disturbances originated from boundary conditions. At the at plate x = 0 re ection boundary conditions b = b,1 are used for pressure and velocity component v:For these variables, zero boundary conditions for spatial derivatives 0 b = 0 are used instead of approximation 11. Normal velocity u is equal to zero at this boundary and approximation 11 is implemented for its spatial derivative. The computational procedure for this numerical method is as follows:
1. Compute the right-hand side of equations 10 using values of the governing variable U from the previous time step.
2. Compute the spatial derivatives solving tridiagonal systems in x and y spatial directions.
3. Compute the right-hand side of equations 8 or 9 using the spatial derivatives computed on Step 2 and update governing variables by Runge-Kutta scheme. 4 . Compute boundary values of governing variables using characteristic and re ection boundary conditions. 5. Repeat computational steps 1-4 for all stages of Runge-Kutta scheme. 6. Repeat computational steps 1-5 for all time steps. Numerical computations show that non-linear equations 9 give the same results as linearized equations 8. 3. Propagation of acoustic pulses. Re ection and propagation of an acoustic pulse in the stagnation mean ow case A in comparison with its propagation in the static ambient conditions in presence of wall case B are studied in this section. We solve numerically the system 9 by algorithm described in the previous section. Initial conditions describing this pulse are widely used in test aeroacoustic computations 6 : Two uid mechanics phenomena govern the process of pulse propagation: i the baroclinic generation of acoustic vorticity due to the interaction of mean eld pressure gradient with density gradient of aeroacoustic disturbance; and ii the volume expansion of the disturbance. Note, that the former phenomenon exist only in a non-uniform ow, where the pressure gradient is not equal to zero, whereas the latter one is characteristic for any mean ow including static ambient conditions. Equation of conservation of an acoustic energy density for irrotational and incompressible mean ow and adiabatic acoustic disturbance is given by 3 : @E @t + rI = u0 U !0; 20 where E = p0 2 =2 + u0 2 =2 + 0u0 U is the acoustic energy density and I = p0 + u0 Uu0 + 0U i s t h e acoustic energy ux. For an irrotational source-free disturbance eld, acoustic energy density is conserved, i.e., the net ux of acoustic energy across any surface is equal to time rate of change of energy within volume that this surface encloses 3 . On the contrary, for rotational disturbance eld the acoustic energy is a ected by the baroclinic generation of disturbance vorticity. In case of 2-D stagnation mean ow, the right side of Eq. 20 is expressed by:
Thus, the role of vorticity as an agent in energy transfer between the mean ow and disturbance is shown.
Fields of the baroclinic vorticity generation r 0 r P and disturbance energy generation 21 are shown in Figure 4 . The latter term is negative before the pulse hits the rigid wall t = 0 :17; Figure 4a and positive when acoustic waves propagate opposite to the direction of pressure gradient t = 0 :66; Figure 4b . Acoustic waves consume the mean ow energy, while the wave propagates opposite to the direction of mean ow pressure gradient.
The vorticity generation term is negligible near the centerline, because vectors r 0 and rP are almost collinear and their vector product is close to zero. The zero zone is bigger for the energy generation eld than that for the vorticity generation see Figure 4b : in addition to small vorticity, the rst term in 21 is small as y is small and the second term is small as v is close to zero near symmetry line. Although vorticity is convected with the ow, generation of vorticity and, then, generation or decay of acoustic energy remain local phenomena.
To complete this section, we consider an acoustic dipole in the stagnation mean ow. Initial conditions correspond to a pair of positive and negative pulses 13 centered at 0:25; 0:1 and 0:25; ,0:1: Pressure elds at t = 0 :33 and t = 0 :66 are presented in Figure 5 . While waves propagate upstream of the mean ow, they become at and their intensity behaves similar to that for the monopole source. The di erence between dipole and monopole sources is that cancellation of waves for the dipole source leads to zero wave i n tensity near the centerline and formation of pressure quadrupoles.
4. Vorticity pulses. While an acoustic pulse travels with the speed of sound relative to a mean ow, the vorticity and entropy pulses convect with the mean ow. Therefore, in case B these pulses do not contribute to aeroacoustic noise and results are shown only in case A. Initial velocity eld for considered vorticity pulse was rst proposed by G . I . T aylor, cited in 9 , and used by 6 : have a m uch w eaker far eld in relation to its near eld than even dipole radiation has; however, in cases without signi cant dipole and monopole sources the quadrupole may produce a signi cant noise.
In spite of the continuous stretching of the vortex, only waves emanating from the rst quadrupole pressure spot were observed. To explore reasons for wave radiation, the stagnation mean ow has been switched o at t = 0:5 and, for t 0:5; computations correspond to the static ambient conditions with already stretched vortex located near the wall. This situation holds when the vortex reaches the outer boundary of stagnation ow. The pressure elds at t = 0:82 and t = 1:02 are shown in Figure 7 . The quadrupole wave source starts to form immediately after abrupt stop of vortex stretching Figure 7a and additional four waves radiate soon Figure 7b . The similar phenomenon is observed for di erent switch-o time moments. These waves are weaker than that propagated in the stagnation ow as in the former case waves do not receive energy from the ambiance.
Acoustic radiation from a vorticity dipole in the stagnation ow is studied and results are shown in Figure  8 . Initial conditions correspond to two counter-rotating vortices with velocity distribution 22 centered at 0:25; 0:1 and 0:25; ,0:1: Each of the vortices is stretched along the wall outward the stagnation point and produces a quadrupole. Waves of the same sign merge near the centerline, and propagate upstream of the stagnation ow. Each of these two w aves is surrounded by t wo w aves of opposite sign. Therefore, the angular distribution of absolute value of wave amplitude has three maximums corresponding to a central wave and two peripheral waves.
5. Entropy pulses. Initial conditions for an entropy pulse are given by Eq.13 for density and are equal to zero for pressure and velocities. In this case, an additional equation for pressure, which is equal to equation for density, is added to governing system 9 and solved numerically together with the other equations see Section 2.
Results of computations are shown in Figure 9 . Unlike the previously studied acoustic pulse, the entropy pulse does not spread and the area of density gradient remains localized. Therefore, in this case deposition of baroclinic vorticity produces a counter-rotating vortex pair Figure 9b . Thus, the shape of obtained pressure waves for entropy monopole is expected to be similar to that for the vortical dipole. Actually, the second sound wave in Figure 9a is similar to sound waves in Figure 8b . In both cases, the symmetric centerline wave i s surrounded by two symmetric waves of opposite sign. The di erence between waves in these gures is due to the presence of initial density pulse superimposed with the induced vortex pair in the case of entropy pulse.
Combination of entropy and vortical pulses is studied as an example of interaction between initial vorticity and induced vortex pair. Initial conditions correspond to straightforward superposition of entropy and vorticity monopole pulses centered at 0:25; 0: Radiation of opposite signed waves by a v orticity pulse interferes with radiation of the centerline symmetric wave b y a n e n tropy pulse see Figure 10 . Two cases with di erent relative strengths of entropy and vortical pulses are considered: a pulse amplitudes are the same as in Eqs. 13, 22 Figure 10a ; b initial amplitude of the entropy pulse is reduced twice Figure  10b . In the former case, the re ected wave pattern deviates somewhat from the symmetric picture of the pure entropy pulse wave pattern compare Figures 10a and 9a . In the latter case alternating-sign spatially shifted pulses are clearly seen compare Figures 10b and 6b. 6. Conclusions. Physics of propagation of monopole and dipole pulses in a stagnation ow in presence of solid wall is studied numerically.
It is shown that baroclinic deposition of vorticity due to non-zero vector product of mean pressure gradient and disturbance density gradient distinguishes disturbance propagation in a non-uniform ow from that in a uniform ow or in static ambient conditions. Generated vorticity serves as an agent to transfer energy between the mean ow and the disturbance. This results in ampli cation of acoustic waves propagating against the pressure gradient of the mean ow.
When an entropy monopole pulse propagates in a stagnation ow, the vorticity deposition produces a vortex pair and therefore, an entropy monopole radiates waves similar to those originated from a vorticity dipole.
Near-wall stretching of vorticity pulses by stagnation ow lead to radiation from a quadrupole. Numerical experiments in case of contiguous stretching by stagnation ow show the single generated quadrupole, whereas additional quadrupole may be generated by v ortex freezing.
Obtained angular and planar distribution of wave amplitude may be useful for further far-eld computations of radiated noise in presence of solid walls and non-uniform ows. 
